Increased memory load is often signified by enhanced neural oscillatory power in the alpha range (8-13 49 Hz), taken to reflect inhibition of task-irrelevant brain regions. The corresponding neural correlates of 50 memory decay, however, are not yet well-understood. Here, we investigated auditory sensory memory 51 decay using a delayed matching-to-sample task with pure-tone sequences. First, in a behavioral 52 experiment we modeled memory behavior over six different delay-phase durations. Second, in a 53 magnetoencephalography (MEG) experiment, we assessed alpha-power modulations over three 54 different delay-phase durations. In both experiments, the temporal expectation for the to-be-remembered 55 sound was manipulated, so that it was either temporally expected or not. In both studies, memory 56 performance declined over time but this decline was less strong under a more precise temporal 57 expectation. Similarly, patterns of alpha power in and alpha-tuned connectivity between sensory cortices 58 changed parametrically with delay duration (i.e., decrease in occipito-parietal regions, increase in 59 temporal regions). Notably, temporal expectation counteracted alpha-power decline in heteromodal 60 brain areas (i.e., supramarginal gyrus), in line with its memory-decay counteracting effect on 61 performance. Correspondingly, temporal expectation also boosted alpha connectivity within attention 62 networks known to play an active role during memory maintenance. The present data outline how 63 patterns of alpha power orchestrate sensory memory decay, and encourage a refined perspective on alpha 64 power and its inhibitory role across brain space and time. 
Introduction

79
Working memory allows us to focus our attention on representations of perceptions that are no longer 80 physically present (Baddeley, 2012 ). This ability is limited, though, by memory load and memory decay. 81 Memory load reflects a capacity limit: The amount of information as well as a lack of precision of 82 information demand memory capacity and must not exceed a certain limit in order to be stored (e.g., 83
Luck and Vogel, 1997; van den Berg et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2014; Joseph et al., 2016) . Memory decay 84 refers to fading away of the memory representation over time (Brown, 1958; Posner and Keele, 1967) . 85
Neural oscillations in the alpha range (8-13 Hz), recorded using human electroencephalography (EEG) 86 or magnetoencephalography (MEG), are modulated by manipulations of memory load. For example, 87 alpha power increases when the number of items that a person is asked to hold in memory increases 88 is less clear how neural oscillatory activity is related to memory decay. The current study examined the 90 time course of alpha power as auditory information decayed from working memory. 91
Previous work on the neural correlates of memory decay suggests a reduction of neural responses 92 during the "delay phase", that is, the time during which information is held in memory before it can be 93 reported or compared to another stimulus. Over the time of a memory-delay phase, single-cell activity 94 in monkey prefrontal cortex decreases (Fuster, 1999) , as does the BOLD response measured in posterior 95 cortical regions in humans (Jha and McCarthy, 2000 ; for visual memory) and in temporal regions (Gaab 96 et al., 2003; for auditory memory). Given the relationship between BOLD responses and cortical alpha 97 power (Sadaghiani et al., 2010) , we hypothesized that alpha power would also decrease over a memory 98 delay phase. 99
One factor that has the potential to protect sensory information from decay during the delay phase is 100 temporal expectation. Detection and discrimination are more accurate for temporally expected compared 101 to unexpected stimuli (Coull and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001; Nobre, 2001 ; Jaramillo and Zador, 102 2011), and temporally expected events contribute more strongly than unexpected events to perceptual 103 evidence accumulation (Cravo et al., 2013) . We have previously shown that temporal expectation 104 reduces memory load for speech-in-noise, as indexed by improved memory performance for temporally 105 expected stimuli (Wilsch et al., 2015a) . Notably, this load reduction was accompanied by decreased 106 alpha power during stimulus retention. Moreover, temporally expected distractors are more easily kept 107 out of working memory than unexpected distractors, and this effect was also accompanied by increasing 108 alpha power in anticipation of expected distractors (Bonnefond and Jensen, 2012) . It is unclear, however, 109 whether temporal expectation also has a beneficial effect on memory decay (see Kunert and Jongman, 110 2017) . 111
Here we report the results of two experiments investigating the time course of decay of sensory 112 memory (Cowan, 1984; Cowan et al., 1997; Nees, 2016) . Auditory sensory memory enables integration 113 of auditory information and preservation of information over brief periods of time (Schröger, 2007) . We 114 conducted a delayed pitch comparison procedure (e.g., Harris, 1952; Bachem, 1954 
159
Az (dotted lines) and the exponential fit (solid lines), both separately for fixed and jittered onset times; error bars 160 indicate standard error of the mean of Az. The bar graphs show the average values for the estimated parameters 161
"growth" and "decay", as well as the asymptote, separately for fixed and jittered onset times. Error bars display 162 the standard error of the mean. In all graphs, green refers to fixed and magenta to jittered onset times. The asterisk 163 indicates the significant difference between fixed and jittered onset times. C. Single-participant exponential fits.
164
Every single plot displays the exponential fit of one participant separately for fixed (green) and jittered (magenta) 
Operationalization of memory decay and temporal expectation 176
Memory decay was manipulated by varying the time interval (delay phase) between S1 and S2. The aim 177 of Experiment 1 was to fit an exponential decay function to memory performance across different delay-178 phase durations. That is why the delay-phase duration was varied logarithmically in six steps ranging 179 between 0.6 and 7 s (i.e., 0.6, 1, 1.6, 2.6, 4.3, 7 s; see Figure 1B , left panel). In Experiment 2, delay 180 phases were more coarsely sampled (1, 2, and 4 seconds; see Figure 1D , left panel). 181
Temporal expectation for S1 was manipulated by varying the S1-onset times relative to the 182 presentation of a visual cue. Onset times were either fixed (i.e., S1 occurred 1.3 m after the onset of the 183 visual cue) or jittered (i.e., S1 occurred after a duration drawn from a uniform distribution ranging 184 between .9 s and 1.7 s, mean = 1.3 s. 185
186
Characteristics of the sound stimuli 187
All sound stimuli were sequences consisting of five pure tones; each pure tone had a duration of 40 ms 188 resulting in a total sound duration of 200 ms (Watson et al., 1975) . Sound stimuli were presented in 189 standard-deviant pairs. For the standard stimulus, the middle (third) tone's frequency was randomly 190 selected on each trial from a uniform distribution ranging between 450 and 600 Hz. The second and 191 fourth tones were independently assigned frequencies ±1-4 semitones (ST) with respect to the frequency 192 of the middle tone, and the first and final tones were independently assigned frequencies ±4-7 ST with 193 respect to the middle tone. Unique patterns were generated on each trial. 194
On half of the trials, a deviant stimulus was presented (i.e., "different" trials). For the deviant 195 stimulus, the third and the fourth pure tone in the sequence were higher in frequency compared to S1. 196
The third and fourth tones were both shifted up by the same amount (in ST; see Procedure). The exact 197 standard-to-deviant-difference was adjusted for each participant individually (see "Procedure"). Each 198 pure tone had an onset-and offset-ramp of 10 ms. On half of the trials, the standard stimulus was 199 presented during the S1 interval, while the deviant stimulus was presented during the S1 interval the 200 other half of the trials. 201
The noise masker was white noise. Sound sequences and noise were presented with a constant signal-202 to-noise ratio (SNR) of -17 dB. This SNR was determined via pilot testing to increase difficulty of the 203 memory task but still allow all participants to perform the task. Prior to the MEG measurement, participants were familiarized with the stimuli and task, and performed 207 a few practice trials. Then, individual thresholds were estimated (i.e., the frequency difference between 208 standard and deviant in the third and fourth pure tone position of the sound sequences). A custom 209 adaptive-tracking procedure was utilized that yielded a frequency difference corresponding to memory 210 performance falling between 65% and 85% correct responses. 211
In Experiment 1, participants completed 360 trials in 10 blocks of 36 trials each. In Experiment 2, 212 brain activity was recorded with MEG during the performance of 396 trials completed in 12 blocks of 213 33 trials each. The manipulation of S1-onset time (fixed, jittered) was kept constant within a block, and 214 participants were informed at the start of each block about the type of temporal cue they would receive 215 on each trial. Delay-phase durations (0.6-7 seconds, and 1-, 2-, 4-seconds, for Experiment 1 and 2 216 respectively) were equally distributed within blocks. The order of trials within a block and order of 217 blocks were randomized for each participant. Button assignments were counterbalanced across 218 participants, such that half of the participants indicated that the first and the second sound were the same 219 using the left button, and half did so with the right button. 220
The testing took approximately 2.5 hours per participant and was conducted within one session. The 221 overall session including practice blocks and preparation of the MEG setup took about 4 hours. 222
223
Modelling of behavioral data in Experiment 1 224
Data analysis 225
The crucial measure for memory decay was the performance measure Az, a non-parametric performance 226 measure derived from confidence ratings. Confidence ratings were used to construct receiver operating 227 characteristic (ROC) curves (Macmillan and Creelman, 2004) for each condition, and ROC curves were 228 used to derive Az. Az can be interpreted similarly to proportion correct. Az was computed for each of the 229 twelve conditions (temporal expectation, 2, × memory decay, 6), allowing us to estimate memory decay 230 as a function of delay-phase duration separately for fixed and jittered onset times. One participant had 231 to be excluded from this analysis because the participant did not make use of the entire confidence rating 232 scale in at least two experimental conditions; Az could not be computed for these data points. Another 233 participant presented the same behavior but only in one condition. Here, the missing Az value was 234 interpolated by calculating the mean of the two adjacent conditions. 235
We fitted Equation 1 (Glass and Mackey, 1988) to Az scores as a function of delay-phase duration: 236
where is equal to time (i.e., delay-phase duration) and 0 corresponds to the intercept. This specific 239 function contained a term describing decay, ϒ, and an additional term describing growth, λ. This function 240 has the advantage (as compared to simple decay functions; e.g., Wickelgren, 1969; Rubin and Wenzel, 241 1996) that it takes the nature of physiological systems into account. That is, it assumes that in 242 physiological systems activation declines as new activation simultaneously arises: during working 243 memory retention, the memory representation decays over time, but allocation of cognitive resources 244 can counteract that decay. Note that indicates the function's asymptote. 245
The initial parameters for the function fits were as follows: 0 = 0, = 0, and = 0, where 0 was 246 bound between zero and one, and and were bound between zero and infinity. The model fit was 247 computed with the lsqcurvefit function with Matlab (version 8.2, Optimization Toolbox) that allowed 248 for 1000 iterations. 249
In addition, we also fitted a decay-term-only model (i.e., first term: x(t) = (x 0 + e -γt )). The decay-250 only model is more parsimonious and more commonly used to estimate memory decay (Peterson and 251 Peterson, 1959; Wickelgren, 1969) . To determine which one of these two models represented the 252 memory performance data best, we calculated the Bayesian information criterion ( BIC; Schwarz, 1978 ) 253 for both model fits, as well as for fixed and jittered onset times separately. Note that the BIC penalizes 254 for more parameters and allows for an equitable comparison of goodness-of-fit of both models (smaller 255 is better). We averaged the BICs across fixed and jittered onset times separately for each function. 
participants). 263
After the fitting of the function, the resulting parameters 0 , , and for jittered and fixed onset times 264 as dependent variables were assessed with a multivariate ANOVA. This allowed us to test whether there 265 is a global difference between jittered and fixed onset times. Subsequently, the parameters , , and x0 266 were tested for differences between fixed and jittered onset times with univariate repeated-measures 267
ANOVAs, in order to determine whether memory decay was less strong when S1-onset times were 268
predictable. 269 270
Data recording and analysis in Experiment 2 271
Participants were seated in an electromagnetically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze, Hanau, Germany). 272
Magnetic fields were recorded using a 306-sensor Neuromag Vectorview MEG (Elekta, Helsinki, 273 The participants' head positions were monitored during the measurement by five head position indicator 276 (HPI) coils. Signals were sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz with a bandwidth ranging from direct current 277 (DC) to 330 Hz. 278
The signal space separation method was applied offline to suppress external interferences in the data, 279 interpolate bad channels, and to transform individual data to a default head position that allows statistical 280 analyses across participants in sensor space (Taulu et al., 2004) . 281
Subsequent data analyses were carried out with Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, USA) 282 and the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011) using only trials to which correct responses were 283 provided ("correct trials"). Analyses were conducted using only the 204 gradiometer sensors, as they 284 are most sensitive to magnetic fields originating directly underneath the sensor (Hämäläinen et al., 285 1993) . The continuous data were filtered offline with a 0.5-Hz high pass filter, specifically designed to 286 provide a strong suppression of DC signals in the data (>140 dB at DC, 3493 points, Hamming window; 287 e.g., Ruhnau et al., 2012) . 288
Subsequently, trial epochs ranging from -1.5 to 11.5 s time-locked to the onset of S1 were defined. 289
The use of long epochs prevented windowing artifacts in the time-frequency analysis; the intervals 290 analyzed statistically were shorter (see below). Epochs were low-pass filtered at 80 Hz and subsequently 291 down-sampled to 200 Hz. 292
Epochs with strong artifacts were rejected when the signal range at any gradiometer exceeded 800 293 pT/m. Independent component analysis (ICA) was applied to the epochs in order to reduce artifacts due 294 to eye blinks and heartbeat. Following ICA, remaining epochs were rejected when the signal range 295 within one epoch exceeded 200 pT/m (gradiometer) or 100 µV (EOG). Additionally, trials were rejected 296 manually for which variance across sensors was deemed high relative to all others (per participant, per 297 condition) based on visual inspection. For further analysis, each trial was time-locked at two different 298 points, i.e., all trials were time-locked to the first stimulus (t = 0 s at S1 onset) and to the second stimulus 299 (t = 0 s at S2 onset) for separate analyses. This was because different trials had different delay phase 300 durations so that trials time-locked to S1 were not always time-locked to S2. 301 302
Spectral analysis 303
The focus of the spectral analyses was on the set of trials time-locked to S2, allowing for analyses related 304 to the end of the delay phase. For each trial, a 0.7-s segment was extracted (-0.8 to -0.1 s time-locked 305 to S2 excluding evoked responses due to S1 sound presentation), multiplied with a Hann taper, and the 306 power between 8-13 Hz was computed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). 307
For illustration purposes only, we also computed time-frequency representations (TFRs) of trials 308 that were time-locked to S1. Time-frequency analysis was conducted on trial epochs ranging from -2.0 309 to 7.6 s for each trial (with 20-ms time resolution) for frequencies ranging between 0.5 Hz to 20 Hz 310 (logarithmically spaced, in 20 bins). Single-trial time-domain data were convolved with a Hann taper, 311
with an adaptive width of two to four cycles per frequency (i.e., 2 cycles for 0.5-1.6 Hz, 3 cycles for 312 1.9-9.2 Hz, and 4 cycles for 11.1-20 Hz). The output of the analysis was complex Fourier data. 
Statistical analysis 358
Memory performance 359
Analogous to Experiment 1, memory performance for each condition was indexed by Az (see Figure  360   1D ). Since in Experiment 2 only three different delay-phase durations were employed instead of six, we 361 were only able to compute a linear fit across these durations. Hence, memory decay was estimated by 362 regressing Az on the delay phase durations of 1-, 2-, and 4 seconds. The impact of temporal expectation 363 on memory decay was measured by comparing the slopes of the linear fit for fixed and jittered S1-onset 364 times using a paired-samples t-test. Response times are not reported because responses were cued and 365 thus do not provide valid information about costs and benefits of the experimental manipulations. 366 367
Sensor level analyses 368
Statistical analyses were only conducted on the FFT power spectra (-0.8 to -0.1 time-locked to S2). 369
Analyses were conducted according to a multi-level approach. On the first (single-subject) level, we 370 regressed alpha power on the delay phase durations (1, 2, 4-s) similar to the regression of memory 371 performance (Az) on delay phase duration (see above). To test the parametric modulation of memory 372
decay, the FieldTrip-implemented independent-samples regression t-test was performed (Maris and 373
Oostenveld, 2007). The regression t-test provides the regression b-coefficient (i.e., slope of the 374 modulation) for each frequency bin at each of the 102 sensor positions indicating the strength of the 375 tested contrast. Here, in order to test for a linear relationship between alpha power and delay phase 376 duration, contrast coefficients were selected corresponding to the actual delay-phase duration in seconds 377 (i.e., 1, 2, 4). To test whether temporal expectation had an impact on this relationship, the same contrast 378 was calculated for fixed and jittered onset times separately. 379
For the statistical analyses on the second (group) level, b-values resulting from the first-level 380 statistics testing the parametric modulations of alpha power by the delay phase were tested against zero. 381
In addition, to test whether the delay-phase modulation in the fixed condition differs significantly from 382 the modulation in the jittered condition, b-values attained for each of the onset-time conditions 383 separately were tested against each other. The tests against zero as well as the tests contrasting fixed and 384 jittered conditions were conducted with FieldTrip's dependent sample t-test using cluster-based 385 permutation tests. The cluster test corrects for multiple comparisons resulting from testing each 386 frequency-sensor combination. All cluster tests were two-tailed and were thus considered significant 387 when p < 0.025. 388
We also tested for correlations between alpha power and memory performance (Az), averaging over 389 experimental conditions, with a multi-level cluster test. On the first level, each participant's six Az values 390 (2 temporal-expectancy conditions × 3 delay phases) were correlated with the corresponding alpha-391 power values. On the second level, first-level correlation values were fisher's z transformed and tested 392 against zero with a dependent samples cluster-based permutation t-test. 393
Source level analyses 395
Statistical analyses for source-projected alpha power as well as for PLVs reflecting functional 396 connectivity between left STG and any other vertex were conducted with the same approach. The aim 397 was to test whether either variable (alpha power or PLV) was modulated by delay-phase duration and 398 whether this modulation was affected by temporal expectation. 399
Contrasts were calculated for each vertex separately. In order to test for a linear relationship of 400 memory decay and alpha power in source space, source projected alpha power and the delay-phase 401 duration (1, 2, 4 s) were z-transformed on a single-subject level. Then the delay phase duration served 402 as a regressor and was fitted to the source power to test for a linear relationship of alpha power and 403 delay-phase duration. The same approach was applied to test for effects of functional connectivity: PLVs 404 were z-transformed and z-transformed delay-phase duration values were fitted to these PLVs. 405
The resulting regression coefficients at each individual vertex from both contrasts were then morphed 406 onto a common surface in MNI space, respectively (Freesurfer average brain; Fischl et al., 1999b) . For 407 the interaction of temporal expectation and memory decay, the same linear regression was applied to 408 the same data again but separately for each temporal-expectation condition. On the group level, 409 regression coefficients of each contrast were tested against zero or fixed-onset-time coefficients were 410 tested against jittered-onset-time coefficients, respectively, with vertex-wise t-tests. The resulting 411
t-values were z-transformed and displayed on the average brain surface with contrast dependent 412 uncorrected vertex-wise threshold of |z| ≥ 1.96 (Sohoglu et al., 2012) . 413
Then, brain regions that showed statistical effects were identified by extracting the MNI-coordinate 414 of the greatest z-value within one area of interest. Areas of interest were identified by visual inspection. 415
The MNI coordinate was then used to identify the specific brain region using the MNI structural atlas. 
Results
425
In the present study, we investigated whether and how temporal expectation ameliorates the decay of 426 sound representations in sensory memory. Participants were asked to retain a sound in memory for a 427 delay phase that varied in duration from trial to trial and to judge whether that sound was the same or 428 different from a sound presented following the delay phase. We focused on behavioral performance as 429 well as on neural oscillatory activity in the alpha frequency band. 430
13
Experiment 1: Behavioral modelling of memory decay 432
In Experiment I, we estimated a "forgetting curve" based on fits of an exponential-decay function to Az 433 values as a function of delay-phase duration. Fits were conducted separately for fixed and jittered 434 S1-onset times in order to assess the effect of temporal expectation on memory decay. In line with the 435 broad literature on sensory memory decay, Az declined with longer delay-phase durations. Interestingly, 436 performance decayed differently for jittered and fixed onset times ( Figure 1B) . The two functions 437 (jittered and fixed) show that for delay-phases up to one second, memory performance was the same 438 following fixed and jittered onset times, whereas for longer delay phases, performance declined less 439 severely following fixed compared to jittered onset times. Figure 1C displays the single-subject fits of 440 the decay function. 441
A multivariate ANOVA showed that the estimated parameters decay factor, growth factor, and 442 intercept (Wilk's approximated F(3,11) = 3.81, p = 0.043) differed for fixed versus jittered S1-onset 443 times. Subsequent univariate tests on all parameters separately revealed that there was a trend-level 444 effect of the decay factor γ (F(1,13) = 3.68, p = 0.077; Figure 1B ). The univariate test on the growth 445 factor, λ, showed that growth over delay-phase duration was significantly greater for fixed than for 446 jittered onset times (F(1,13) = 4.95, p = 0.044; Figure 1B) , converging with the test on the decay factor 447 (γ) that Az declines faster after jittered than after fixed onset times. The univariate test on the intercept 448 x0 did not show a difference between onset times (F(1,13) = 0.04, p = 0.84). Next, we tested both 449 asymptotes separately against 0.5, corresponding to memory performance at chance level. The 450 asymptote parameter estimate corresponding to fixed onset times was significantly larger than chance 451 In line with the findings of Experiment 1, the comparison of the single-subject slopes of fixed and 460 jittered onset times revealed that sensitivity of sensory memory performance (as indicated Az) after 461 jittered onset times decayed faster than after fixed onset times (t(19) = 2.72, p = 0.013, see Figure 1D ; 462 see Figure 1E for single-subject linear fits). 463
464
Experiment 2: Effects of memory decay and temporal expectation on alpha power 465
We were interested in how memory decay was affected by temporal expectation, and how this 466 relationship was related to alpha-power modulation. Figure 2A 
482
We investigated alpha-power changes as a function of delay phase (-0.8 to -0.1 s time-locked to S2, 483 compare Figure 1 ) and whether the relationship between delay-phase duration and alpha power was 484 modulated by temporal expectation. 485
The first-level b-coefficients resulting from the linear regression of alpha power on delay-phase 486 duration were tested against zero on the group level. B-coefficients were significantly smaller than zero 487 in a broad posterior, negative cluster (p < 0.0001; see Figure 3A 
522
Alpha power predicts behavioral performance 523
In a final analysis, we aimed to relate the observed modulation of memory performance (i.e. Az) to 524 the alpha-power modulations. We correlated Az and alpha power across all conditions by means of a 525 cluster test, which revealed a centrally distributed positive cluster (p = 0.006; Figure 5A ). Figure 5B Most prominent effects originated from left STG and bilateral visual cortices. In order to attain a better 544 understanding of the functional role of alpha power and its different origins, we computed functional 545 connectivity in the alpha range. Due to the strong alpha power effect in left STG (see Figure 3A) as well 546 as its crucial role in auditory sensory memory (Sabri et al., 2004) , left STG was used as a seed in a whole 547 brain connectivity analysis. The aim of this analysis was to find brain regions that that were functionally 548 connected with left STG, and where this connectivity was modulated by memory decay and temporal 549 expectation. increased with delay-phase duration after fixed onset times and decreased after jittered onset times (see 557 Figure 4B ). 558
To attain a better understanding of the increasing functional connectivity between left STG and left 559 V1, we related the PLVs to memory performance (i.e., Az). We performed a median split on the PVLs 560 for each delay-phase condition separately. Then we sorted Az values according to high and low PLVs 561 per delay phase. Finally, we contrasted high phase-locking Az with low phase-locking Az with t-tests. 562
For the delay-phase durations of 1 and 2 s, memory performance did not differ between high and low 563
PLVs (1-s delay: t(18) = 0.29, p = 0.775, 2-s delay: t(18) = -1.7319, p = 0.10). In the 4-s delay phase 564 condition, memory performance was significantly better after low PLVs compared to high PLVs (t(18) 565 = 2.43, p = 0.026; see Figure 5C ). We performed the same analysis on the PLVs of the connectivity 566 between left STG and right MTG. Here, memory performance did not vary between high and low PLVs 567 
Discussion
593
The current experiments assessed auditory sensory-memory decay, and showed that memory decay can 594 be partially counteracted by temporal expectation. That is, decay is attenuated when the onset time of 595 to-be-remembered items is fixed (and therefore highly predictable) compared to when the onset is 596 jittered. Second, we observed a potential trading relation between alpha generated by visual and auditory 597 regions, in that increases of alpha with delay-phase were observed in auditory cortices, while decreases 598
Implications of alpha power for auditory sensory memory 710
Overall, the present data demonstrate how alpha power serves as a proxy for the degree of decay in 711 sensory memory. However, the brain region in which alpha modulations are observed, as well as the 712 direction of alpha-power changes, informs us regarding the role of alpha oscillations generated in 713 different neural networks. Aligning our alpha-power findings with our modelling analysis of memory 714 performance, we tentatively suggest that increased temporal alpha power after temporally expected 715 stimuli reflects the allocation of additional resources that refresh the representation maintained in 716 memory (Lim et importantly, we were able to demonstrate that temporal expectation can alleviate memory decay, as 723 reflected in memory performance and concomitant alpha power modulations. 724
